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Physics. - "Cont1'ibution to the knowleclge' of the t~-s~trface of 
VAN DER WAALS. XL A gas that sinks in a liquicl." By Prof. 
H. KAMERUNGH ONNES. Communication N°. 96 from the 
Physical Laboratory of Leiden. 

1f we have an ideal gas and an incompressible liquid without 
vapour tension, in which the gas does not dissolve, the gas will gather 
above tIle liquid under the action of gravity, if the pressure is suffi
ciently low, whereas the compressed gas will sink in the liquid if 
the pressure is made high enough. 

I have observed a phenomenon approaching to this fictitious case 
in an experiment which roughly came to this, that helium gas was 
compressed more and more above liquid hydrogen till it sank in the 
liquid hydrogen. Roughly, for so simple a case as was premised is 
not to be realized. Every experiment in which a gas is cornpressed 
above a liquid, is practically an application of the theory of binai'y 
mixturefl of VAN DER WAALS. In suclt an experiment the compressi· 
bility of the liquid phase and the solubility of gas and liquid inter 
se Illay not be neglected, as generally the pressure wiU even have 
to be increased considerably before. the density of the gas-ph ase 
becomes comparabie with that of the liquid phase. 

If the theory of VAN DER W HLS is applied to suchlike experiments. 
the question lies at hand whether in the neighbourhood of the plait
point phenomena whel'e gas and liquid approach each other so closely 
that of the ordinary gas and liquid state they have retainfld nothing 
bnt the name, perhaps on account of a higher proportion of the 
substance with greater ll101ecular weight 1) the phase, which mus't be 
called the gas phase, may become speeifically heavier than the phase, 
which must he called the liquid phase. On closer investigation ir 
appeal's however, to be due to relations between the physical proper
ties and the chemical constitution (so also tbe molecular weight) of 
substances, that a liquid phase floating on a gas phase has not been 
observed even in this favourable region. 

I was the more struck with an irregularity which I came across 
when experimenting with helium and hydrogen in a closeö metal 
vessel, as I thought that I could explain it by the above mentioned noL 
yet observed phenomenon, :tnd so the convictiol1 took hold of me, 
thut at - 2530 and at a presS'ure of 60 atmospheres the gaslike phase 
"d1Îch chiefly consists of helinm, sinks in the liquid phase which 
cpiefly consists of hydrogen. 

1) The limiting case is that in the ~-surface conslrued with the unity of weighl 
the projection of the nodal chord on the xv-plane rU11S parallel to the line v = o. 
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: In:ord'er toascertain mysélf o(this 1 compl'essed hJT 'mean~ öfthe ' 
m~rcury compressqr 'desci-ibed in Oomn1unicationN~.,54: -a mixture' 
of' about,' one part' of' helium an9- 6 parts of, hyd,rogen in a S'lass 'tUR,!3, 
.which had a capillary inflow:, tube at the tQP, and a ~ c~pillary 
olltlet tube at the bottom, and which was' merged in liquid ~ydrogen. 

, Up, to ~J9 atmospheres the' liquid hydrogen, w~s seen to deposit' 
from the gas mixture, bounded bj a distinct hollow meniséus against 

, the, helium., At 49 atmospheres thehelium,orpropedy ~peaking 
,tlie gas phase consisting chiefly of helium, went dü\vn just- as water 
through ' oil, and remained on thë bottornas a lm;ge drop. With 
further compi'ess~on, to 60 ~tmospheres artd decrease of pressureto 
32' atmosphères the' volume of, the bllbble appeared to f6110w the 
change of the' pres su re ,as that of' a gas: At 32, atmospheres' the , 
bu~ble rose again. Ey changing the, pressure ',the bubble was made~ 
to, 1'ise and deseend at pleasure. 
, The 'closer investigation of t11~se phenomena in' connection with' 

"the isotherms of ': helium and the 'l/J-s~rfaces of H2 and, He is al) 
extensive' w~rk, so that in anticipation of the results which~posi' 
likely' will be dèfinitely drawn 'up only much later,. I feel justified 
in confining myself fo thls sketchy commuhication. ' 
, ,One remark may be added now. 1t appears thai. the bof. heliurn, 

must be, smalI, ,fi'om which follows again ,that d Înusthave an 
exceedingly srnall value, because the critical. tempel'at"ure, 'jf it exists, 
.must lieverylow. In this direction points also a single determination 
of the plaitpoint, of a inixture of helium and hjdrogen which ~ ha\re 
already made. Whether' (L has reaJly a positive valuë, 'whether it is 
zero, Ol: whether (whatisalso coricelvable) a is neg.ative,' will h~ve' 
to qe :decided, by the determination of the isothel'Il1s'of helium. 
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